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*awyer condemned, was of the Government's own creation, and not of Bhagat
Singh's or Dutt's or of any other accused in the Lahore case,
Dewan Chamanlai read out a petition submitted by Baghat Singh two
months ago for better diet and equal treatment with English prisoners. Why
did not the Government have imagination enough to concede all their just
demands ? And now when purely as a protest against the Government's attitude
in persisting in racial discrimination, the accused resorted to hunger-strike,
the Government came forward with a Bill which did no credit either to the
Punjab Government for intelligence or to the Government of India. Five members
of the Punjab Jails Committee interviewed the accused in the Lahore case, and
gave an undertaking that they would recommend the immediate release of
Jatindranath Das. That undertaking had not been carried out.
Sir James Crerar, interrupting, informed the House that release was pro-
mised on bail if an application was made.
Dewan Chamanlal : That is a matter for the court to decide, and not for
the Executive Government (Hear, hear). The situation which led to the Bill
being thought of was the creation of the Punjab Government, and the Bill
cound not save them.
Mr. Jamnadas MEHTA, speaking on behalf of the Congress Party, opposed
the Bill lock, stock and barrel, but did not not oppose the circulation motion,
although there was no need for it. Circulation only meant waste of time? but
he was sure that public opinion would resist the Bill. He regretted that Mr.
Sarma. the latest recruit to the Government benches, had wasted his eloquence
in supporting the Government, which was oblivious to all sense of liberty and
justice. Mr. K. C. Roy had said that the situation was unparalleled and
required the remedy proposed. Why should the Government insist on trial
of all accused at one and the same time? When 20 years ago, there was the
Suffragist movement and several ladies were sent to jail and they resorted to
hunger-strike, there was no Sir James Crerar there to rush through Parliament
a Bill of tin's description.
Sir James Crerar interposed: Hunger-strike was resorted to by them
after conviction.
Mr. Jamnadas, proceeding, referred to the cases of Sacco and Venzetti,
the two Italians, who were tried in America, and whose trial lasted seven years
and who resorted to hunger-strike during the trial for 33 days. Did the American
Government bring a bill like this ? After all, the Lahore hunger-strikers had
a mission to fulfil, namely, abolition of racial distinctions in the pusoners.
Why should a European prisoner be treated like a State-guest and Indians
treated inhumanly? It was sheer cussed ness which prevented the Government
from accepting the reasonable demands of the under-trial prisoners in the
Lahore case.
Mr. EMERSON, Home Secretary, spoke for an boa?, explaining in detail tbe Govern-
ment case. He first dealt with Mr, Abdul Haye'a argument that the Lahore case
could be split up. That was nob practicable, as the accused who werv unable to attend
always varied and the fact that about 650 witnesses were to be called made splitting
difficult,
Pandit Malaviya :—Are they all to be produced in each case ?
Mr. Emerson:—I believe the case against all is practically the samp. Even
though at present some of the accused are not hunger-striking, the Government of India
have been giv<*n to understand by the Punjab Government, that, under certain circum-
stances they might join the stiike. Splitting the case therefore is no remedy at all.
Touching on the demands made by Bbagat Singh and Daft in their petition, Mr.
Etuerson baid that while the demand in respect of the giving of the game treatment as
afforded to European prisoners might not be considered totally unreasonable, they could
not possibly concede the privileges to the Ghadar and Kafcori accused. Mr, Emerson
read from the Oudh Chief Court judgement, depleting the auoeities committed by the
Kakori accused.
Mr. Emerson asked : Is it the members* demand that, no matter what atrocities
werp committed, what loss of life or property, the moment you provr a political motive,
then the prisoner is to be given the privileges denied to the ordinary ciiminal ?
M.r, Jamnadas Mebta :—What about Europeans ?

